In this paper, a realistic nonlinear 3D simulation of an incrementally launched steel bridge girder is presented. The numerical simulation accounts for three sources of nonlinearity: geometry, material and boundary conditions. For the sake of depicting the capabilities of the presented numerical model in structural verifications, the study is focused on the patch loading field, a structurally complex phenomenon. Patch loading (or concentrated loading) is one the most typically encountered structural verifications on incrementally launched steel I-girders. The presented realistic simulation is based upon an experimentally calibrated numerical model and may provide relevant information at both design and construction stages. For the former, the predictive capabilities of the model for inferring the potential failure due to patch loading are depicted. For the latter, the results obtained are displayed in a way that may be useful for planning a structural health monitoring (SHM) deployment aimed at controlling the patch loading-related phenomena in incrementally launched steel plate girders.

1. Introduction

The incremental launching method (ILM) consists of a construction process for bridges in which the superstructure is assembled on one side of the obstacle to be crossed and then pushed longitudinally into its final position. The launching is typically performed statically in a series of increments from one side to another. The (ILM) for bridge construction was first used in Venezuela in a bridge over the Caroni River as described in [1]. Ever since that, the method has evolved technically, economically and in practicality with better launching devices, better control of the pushing systems, better accuracy in topographic field measurements and better understanding of the structural phenomena involved. As a result, it is estimated that thousands of concrete and/or steel bridges have been incrementally launched worldwide [2]. An extensive review of practical applications of the method can be found in [3-7]. The ILM has gained popularity in recent decades among owners and contractors since it may often be the most reasonable way to construct a bridge over an inaccessible or environmentally protected obstacle. The method may guarantee minimal disturbances to the surroundings which may be of a great concern during construction. The ILM, however, may not be the most economical procedure for constructing all bridges. First, at design stages, a thorough structural analysis of a considerable amount of steps is required. The process involves a continuous change of the structural schemes of the bridge with varying geometries, loads and boundary conditions. Second, at construction stages, a considerably specialized construction equipment and expertise are needed. All the potential advantages the ILM may offer when compared to other methods presume that both careful design as well as execution control are provided. The literature describing successful construction procedures using ILM worldwide is vast [8-12]. Third, it is also pinpointed though that works reporting incidents during the ILM process are not infrequent [13-16].

Fig. 1 depicts a 3D view of a hypothetically launched steel girder. Both transversally stiffened and unstiffened cross-sections pass over the supporting bearings. For relatively long girders, the vertical reaction of the bearing induced by the self-weight may be considerably high and potentially harmful for the web when acting over an unstiffened cross-section. As steel girders are typically slender, these reactions may induce an instability-related failure on the web. A concentrate load acting over an unstiffened web of a cross-section is commonly referred to as patch loading. The geometry of the girder (thicknesses \( t_w \) and \( t_f \), height \( h_w \), flange width \( b_f \),...
distance between transverse stiffeners $a$ and bearing length $s_b$) as well as the web material properties $f_{yw}$ are determinant parameters on the resistance of steel girders subjected to concentrated loading.

Furthermore, in recent years, Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) has evolved in a considerably fast fashion. Data acquisition and power supply is increasingly more robust [17-18]. Likewise, wireless technologies provide feasible means of data gathering during both the life span and/or the whole construction procedures in bridges [19-21]. In last decades, the SHM deployments on incrementally launched bridges have been focused on gathering displacement data as well as reaction forces via load cells or launching devices. Research and field engineering works related to SHM in incrementally launched steel bridges have been reported in recent years in the literature [22-26].

The advent of wireless technologies in SHM opens a considerable amount of possibilities for short- and long-term bridge monitoring [27]. Particularly, in the near future, the whole construction process of incrementally launched steel bridges may considerably be monitored with power-autonomous, wirelessly connected sensors that would eventually provide a vast amount of information to practice engineers. Subsequently, the feasibility of data-gathering diverts the technical difficulties to the need of storing, processing, understanding and visualizing this data deluge. Considerable attention is nowadays paid to data management in SHM in different civil engineering fields, especially for long-term monitoring deployments as shown in [28-31]. SHM deployments should provide sufficient but manageable information to structural engineers. A good balance between both quantity and quality of data requires bespoke deployments for each construction procedure. In each case, a thorough understanding of the most critical structural phenomena involved is compulsory.

In this paper, an experimentally calibrated realistic 3D numerical simulation accounting for geometrical, material and boundary conditions nonlinearity is presented. This numerical modeling provides information that may be used for understanding the patch loading structural phenomenon and thus, for conceiving a meaningful deployment for SHM of incrementally launched steel I-girders aimed at monitoring this potential failure mode during construction. The main objective of the paper is to show to practice engineers, which type of information may be useful when deciding both the type and the amount of necessary monitoring technologies. The numerical simulation is systematically exploited with patch loading, but it may also be extended to other typical verifications such as lateral torsional buckling or shear buckling, which also represent quite frequent structural verifications that have also been considerably studied theoretically, experimentally and numerically.

2. Review of the earlier work

2.1 Patch loading

A concentrated loading acting over a relatively short length "$s_b$" of an unstiffened cross-section of a plate I-girder is commonly referred to as patch loading. Fig. 2 displays the effect this type of loading may produce on a steel plate girder (only half of a panel is displayed for visualization purposes). If the height-to-thickness ratio ($h_w/t_w$) of the web is low, the web is prone to fail by local yielding (Fig. 2 left). Conversely, for high $h_w/t_w$ ratios, the web is more susceptible to buckle prematurely (Fig. 2 right). Between both extremes, a typical plate stability-related hyperbolic transition exists as a function of $h_w/t_w$.

Patch loading has been the focus of attention of a considerable amount of researchers in the civil engineering field in last decades. Experimental, numerical and theoretical research has been performed since the fifties. The first research works related to concentrated loading were performed for the sake of understanding the elastic critical buckling loads of plates subjected to concentrated loadings on partial edges. A thorough summary of such studies can be found in...
Subsequently, in the seventies, experimental works performed erected the frame for the development of theoretical mechanical models aimed at predicting the collapse loads of girders subjected to patch loading [33-35]. These models were based upon first order limit analysis. Sequentially, a considerable surge in research devoted to patch loading can be found in Europe during the nineties. Researchers depicted a phenomenological understanding of patch loading and provided accurate expressions for the prediction of ultimate load capacities [36-40]. As a result, accurate design expressions that predict the resistance of steel plate girders subjected to patch loading are nowadays used in relevant design codes.

With the advent of numerical methods, a greater understanding of the phenomenon has been developed and some refinements have been added to the formulation. The particular cases of hybrid girders [41], steel girders with closely spaced stiffeners [42], eccentric patch loading [43], new launching devices [44-45] or studies aimed at studying interactions such as those performed by Graciano and Ayesterán [46] are also available. In all cases, these studies are focused to single isolated panels of a steel girder. As displayed in Fig. 1, these panels are limited by the flanges and the transverse stiffeners separated a distance “a”.

2.2 SHM in incrementally launched bridges

SHM in ILM depends nowadays on the contractors’ capacity and the in situ available technology. For the majority of cases, the control during erection (that may also be understood as short-termed SHM) is performed nowadays via centralized computer controls in order to ensure the simultaneous operation of the entire launching system. The main objective of such deployments is to control accurately the synchronized position, the oil pressure of the launching device, angles and displacements. However, SHM in ILM in remote areas or relatively less developed construction sites is only performed by controlling vertical and horizontal displacement of the launching noses in order to avoid excessive deflection.

Presently, displacements may be tracked in situ by means of Robotic Total Station (RTS) or similar topographic deployments. In addition, the launching devices may nowadays be provided with arrays of sensors which give in real time, information related to lifting and/or pushing pressures. Load reactions of the lifting oil cylinder at pier position may be used as basic reference, and the launching force and displacement of the launching oil cylinder as control parameters. Fig. 3 schematically displays typical hydraulic launching mechanisms for vertical or diagonal lifting.

The oil lifting pressure provides information that can be compared in situ with vertical reaction at the piers obtained from relatively simplistic structural models based upon classical beam theories. Knowing in advance the values of these reactions is useful for preventing any damage related to patch loading. In addition, this particular comparison is crucial when the cross-section of the bridge includes a set of simultaneously launched I-girders. The reactions in all girders are supposed to be adequately proportioned. Any misplacement may alter this proportion and thus, may be detected in real time. This particular type of control may also be useful for preventing a potential lateral torsional buckling failure. Furthermore, a thorough control of the incremental oil pressure may be useful for limiting excessive vibrations during launching.

SHM in ILM includes research and in situ measurements of bridges with a wide variety of shapes [47-49]. Nevertheless, structural control of the ILM involving strains of the web panels has not been widely implemented yet. For the sake of measuring strains in the moving bridge a wireless deployment is practically compulsory. As robustness, power supply and manageable size of sensors is rapidly improving, it is expected that in a few years horizon, strain control of steel girders will be commonplace [27]. In a previous work performed by one of the authors and co-workers [24], the potential use of wireless strain measurement on patch loaded girders was presented. The measurements were performed under a fully controlled environment within laboratory facilities showing the potential of wireless monitoring when launching steel girders.
2.3 Realistic computer simulations in incrementally launched bridges

Recently, computer simulations have contributed profoundly on the understanding of a considerable amount of the phenomena associated with bridge erection. In early 2000’s [50] presented the distribution of stresses and strains in patch loaded girders. The simulations described isolated panels with travelling patch loads. More recently, Xu and Shao [51] presented a new type of beam element able to reproduce the varying boundary conditions of reaction typically found in launched girders. In a sequential discussion of a case study (the Hangzhou Jiubao Bridge), Wang et al. [25-26] described a thorough comparison between numerical simulations (with a stepwise nature) and the incremental launching of the bridge. Furthermore, though not dealing with the mechanical behavior of the process, Marzouk et al. [52] presented algorithms aimed at optimizing some of the decisions taken in construction sites during launching. These algorithms deal with material and workforce supply, organization and other important topics. Likewise, Martins and Sampaio [53] presented virtual-reality oriented computer simulations and visualizations of the ILM. These visualizations prove useful in engineering education but also, in planning the construction process. In addition, small- and medium-scale tests aimed at providing a physical understanding of the ILM mechanical nature and the SHM potential have been recently published [54]. These experimental works have been used as benchmarks for the calibration of planar FE-models using beam elements but also, for the calibration of 3D simulations depicted in section 3.

3. Numerical simulations

3.1 General

A FE-based numerical model is used as a simulation tool. The model is implemented in the commercial Software Abaqus-Simulia [55], in which a vast amount of physical problems may be simulated. The model reproduces realistically the movement of one steel girder over a launching platform towards the intermediate and end supports as shown in Fig. 4. This movement is applied through a large series of considerably small increments. The size of the increment is a function of the total length of the girder (ranging approximately from L/1500 to L/3000). As a result, the incremental procedure is static but nonlinear. The model is capable of reproducing three types of nonlinearity: Geometrical, material and boundary conditions.

The geometry of the simulated bodies is based upon Shell elements. Shell elements allow developing 3D geometries realistically for cases in which one dimension is considerably smaller than the others (in this particular case, the thickness of the plates). The geometrical nonlinearity of a shell-based simulation is based upon two assumptions. The former reads that equilibrium of the system is inferred from the deformed shape of the bodies. The latter implies that there exists a large-displacement compatibility formulation between strains and displacements. Shell-based geometries in thin-walled structures allow developing local and/or global buckling phenomena, which are of the utmost importance in these particular simulations. It is worth bearing in mind that the plates assembling the girders must be provided with an initial imperfection for the sake of appropriately triggering its geometrical nonlinearity. In this work, the initial imperfection (out-of-plane deformed shapes of the web panels) is introduced according to the EN1993-1-5-C recommendations (Eurocode 3. Plated Structures). The magnitude of the maximum out-of-plane imperfection is related to the web thickness (80%·t_w). Previous works developed by the authors concerning the influence of initial imperfections on the numerical simulations of patch loaded girders (single panels) show further insight concerning this topic [56].

The material nonlinearity for metallic materials is based upon an ideal elastic-plastic constitutive equation. For multi-axial stresses, the uniaxial constitutive equation includes the von Mises criterion. Hardening is accounted for by including an isotropic formulation.
The boundary conditions are quite particular. The numerical model was expected to reproduce a multi-body physical problem that involved a mechanical interaction between the steel plate and the support conditions. The steel plate girders were modeled with first-order shell elements. The supports were modeled as analytical, rigid and frictionless surfaces on which the steel plates were able to slide and/or transmit contact stresses but conversely, were not able to penetrate through. These analytical surfaces were geometrically defined as objects rigidly connected to the ground. Further information concerning this topic can be found in [55].

The process consisted of a sequential movement (static) of the girder along a given path. In this particular case, the path is defined as a straight horizontal line but may also be defined as circular, for the case of horizontally curved bridges. The process encompasses full nonlinearity for the plate geometry (the webs were provided with an initial imperfection), the material (elastic-plastic with isotropic hardening) and the boundary conditions (a contact-based formulation between bodies). Table 1 and 2 summarize the numerical features of the performed simulations.

3.2 Validation

The numerical model was validated throughout a small-scale study performed by the authors and other co-workers in previous works [54, 56-58]. The numerical model of the small-scale test was firstly reproduced with beam elements but subsequently, with shell-based 3D geometries. The small-scale experimental test consisted of a rectangular steel plate launched from one continuous platform to a pair of supports. The final position of the plate generates a two-spanned continuous beam. Fig. 5 displays a comparison between the experimental and numerical results (both beam- and shell-based models). The vertical deflection of the beam throughout the incremental launching process is used for comparison purposes. This magnitude is plotted as a function of the launching progression (Launching progression in Fig. 5). Both beam- and shell-based models show similar results. A good agreement between the experimental and the numerical values is observed.

3.3 Parametric study

A parametric study was developed over full scale incrementally launched steel plate girders. The developed simulations consist of a shell-based 3D geometry of a doubly symmetric I-girder of total length 60 meters. The girder is stiffened at a regular spacing “a” that leads to an aspect ratio of the panels a/hw=2.0. All plates are assembled with a S355 steel (the material constitutive law is included in Table 1) with standard hardening. The steel girder consists of 24 panels and a 5-meters long launching nose as displayed in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, respectively. The distance between the launching platform and the intermediate support is 20 meters whereas the distance between the intermediate and end supports is 30 meters. The panels are numbered sequentially from right (panel 1) to left (panel 24). The launching nose consists of a tapered steel girder with similar characteristics of the girders but with tapered web height. In Fig. 6, it is worth pointing out the distance X_Launched, which is systematically used throughout the results discussion. The model consists of a displacement-controlled movement of the end cross-section at panel 24. As a result, X_Launched in increased from 0 to 50 meters quasi-statically in a series of approximately 1000 steps. It is important to point out that the compressed flanges are not allowed to move laterally. Thus, the potential lateral torsional buckling of these elements is avoided.

A total amount of 20 large scale models were simulated. The set of simulations includes models in which a systematic variation of tw (the web thickness) and s_b (the bearing length) was performed. The main objective of this study is to infer the behavior of incrementally launched steel girders with the realistic model. The results obtained are exploited in a twofold fashion: i) for the sake of understanding the patch loading phenomenon in a realistic model, ii) for the sake
of studying potential SHM deployments in incrementally launched steel plate girders. Table 3 shows the most important geometrical features of such girders as well as the maximum reached distance \(X_{\text{Launched}}\) for each model. Other values such as \(b_w=600 \text{ mm}, \ h_w=1200 \text{ mm}\) and \(a=2500\) mm were held constant. It is worth pointing out that for the first two models, the girders did not reach the total distance \(X_{\text{Launched}}=50 \text{ m}\) due to convergence.

4. Numerical results

Results concerning displacements, strains, stresses and contact forces at bearing are available for the whole girder at any increment. This amount of data is considerable and must be carefully selected for the sake of meaningfulness. The visualization of the data plays a key role on the phenomenological understanding of the process (patch loading phenomenon) and consequently, on any attempt to set a meaningful SHM deployment. The results are displayed from a broad perspective and subsequently, particular figures, tables and conclusions are extracted from the available set of variations.

Fig. 8 displays the evolution of the vertical deflection for four girders with \(t_w=6\text{ mm}\). These particular prototypes have reached the end support (\(X_{\text{Launched}}=50 \text{ meters}\)) without showing any instability-related problem (see table 2). The monitored point is located on the edge of panel 1. Expectedly, the vertical displacement follows a cantilever-like shape for \(X_{\text{Launched}}<20\text{ meters}\). Once the intermediate support is reached, the deflection is reset since the structural configuration changes. For 20 meters \(<X_{\text{Launched}}<50\text{ meters}\), the left end of the girder is fully clamped, with an intermediate simple support and a cantilever for the right end.

It is worth pointing out the deflection varies from one \(s_s\) value another. For \(s_s=2500 \text{ mm}\), the contact area is considerably higher than for \(s_s=50\text{ mm}\). From the plot, one reads that the maximum deflection \(\delta_{2500\text{ mm}}=227.4 \text{ mm}\) and \(\delta_{50\text{ mm}}=295.2 \text{ mm}\), which approximately represents a 30% increase.

Fig. 9 (a) displays the continuous evolution of the out-of-plane displacement of a node located in panel 10 for girders with varying web thickness \(t_w\). This magnitude can be extracted from the 3D model as a novelty when compared to the previously developed beam simulations. In this case, the bearing length \(s_s\) is held constant (\(s_s=50\text{ mm}\)). The out-of-plane displacement is considerable greater when the panel approaches the launching platform end as well as the intermediate support. In addition, a trend is observable, as \(t_w\) increases, the value of the out-of-plane displacement decreases. For the particular case of \(t_w=4\text{ mm}\), this value is disproportionately high and warns about the potential failure of this particular panel when reaching the intermediate support. An unrecoverable remaining displacement is noticed afterwards (Fig. 9(b)). A considerable concentrated load is applied on an unstiffened section and the girder fails. Furthermore, the out-of-plane buckling shape undergoes a movement towards the opposite direction (see the difference in signs for those displacements). The realistic model may be used for predicting failure associated with patch loading.

It would also be interesting to know which panel is more susceptible to failing due to patch loading. Depending on the position, the panel bears higher or lower reactions since the structural configuration changes continuously. Fig. 10 displays the maximum recorded out-of-plane displacement (in absolute terms) of all 24 panels of the girders with varying \(t_w\) and \(s_s=50\text{ mm}\). For girders with \(t_w\geq6\text{ mm}\), the maximum value of the out-of-plane displacement occurs in panel 12 with a rather linear relationship between magnitudes from one panel another. For girders with \(t_w=4\text{ mm}\), the out-of-plane displacement is considerably high in several panels (8-12) and the relationship between panels does not follow a similar trend.

On the other hand, Fig. 11 displays the maximum out-of-plane displacement obtained in all simulations from the first series as a function of two magnitudes. On the left side (Fig. 11(a),
these displacements are plotted as a function of the bearing length $s_b$ (standardized to the
distance between transverse stiffeners). These out-of-plane displacements barely depend on $s_b$.

On the right side (Fig. 11(b)), these magnitudes are plotted against the web slenderness $h_w/t_w$.
An expected exponential increasing trend is noticeable. The higher the web slenderness, the
higher the obtained displacement is.

Furthermore, stresses, elastic and/or plastic strains, contact forces and other fields are available
within the results. These fields provide useful visualization (via renders or videos) of what is
physically happening at each increment. Fig. 12 displays the results of three types of fields at 5
different increments (vertical stresses $\sigma_v$, plastic strain $p-\varepsilon$, and contact forces between bodies).

These increments are chosen in a way the panel is located over the intermediate support. As a
result, a concentrated load travels from one transverse stiffener to another in panel 11. The
chosen girder presents geometrical proportions such as $t_w=4$mm and $s_s=50$mm. According to the
previously presented results, this particular girder undergoes failure associated with
concentrated loading. Several remarks are worth pointing out from Fig. 12.

- At the first chosen increment, the intermediate support is located precisely under the
  transverse stiffener. Neither local stresses nor plastic strains are observable. The contact
  forces at this increment are directly transferred to the vertical element.

- Secondly, the load is introduced at an approximate distance of 0.25·$a$, generating
  concentrated stresses of considerable magnitude (indicated in dark color). Plastic
  unrecoverable strain is noticeable at this stage. The plot concerning the contact forces
  shows a considerable out-of-plane displacement of the whole deformed panel.

- Thirdly, the load is introduced precisely at a distance 0.5·$a$, generating concentrated
  stresses of high magnitude. Plastic unrecoverable strain is noticeable and accumulated
  at this stage. The plot concerning the contact forces shows a considerable out-of-plane
  displacement of the whole deformed panel.

- Similarly, the distance 0.75·$a$ and 1.0·$a$ shows results that follow the same observed
trend but in those cases, a remaining plastic strain is observed in the panel.

For the rest of girders ($t_w\geq 6$mm), the obtained results show a concentration of forces and
stresses as the load travels from one stiffener another but in those cases, no plastic strain is
noticeable. Even though the girders undergo a certain level of out-of-plane displacement, these
deformations are recoverable. For those cases, the numerical model provides useful information
for understanding the patch loading phenomenon as the vertical reaction travels from one
stiffener another. As an example, Fig. 13 shows pictorially the evolution of vertical stresses ($\sigma_v$)
on the web at three sequential increments over an intermediate support. In this case, the girder is
assembled with a $t_w=8$ mm web thickness. These results provide useful information for the
mechanical understanding of the coupled shear-bending-patch loading phenomenon occurring at
each panel of a full-scale girder.

Fig. 14 displays the vertical strains ($\varepsilon$ in a row of finite elements of panel 11 when passing over
the reaction support for three increments. The row of elements was chosen in the vicinity of the
flange-to-web juncture. Similarly, concentrated vertical strains are noticeable as the load moves.
For this particular model, the measured strain is far from the yielding point.
5. Proposal for SHM deployments

5.1 Monitored cross-section.

The numerical simulation performed on model 9 was used for developing visual plots (from table 3, one may infer \( t_s = 8\text{mm} \) \( s_r = 50\text{mm} \)). These plots are aimed at tracking particular magnitudes (mainly, strains and displacements) that may be compared to the results obtained in situ during erection. These plots may give to constructors a sense of the physical phenomenon. Consequently, this may help the staff of the site to the structural understanding of the bridge erection. Furthermore, the obtained magnitudes may be compared to real values. It is worth pointing out that these comparisons may be lead to similar results under particular conditions of bridge construction but also, may lead to conflictive results if the conditions of the reproduced model are not similar to the real conditions of the bridge launching (i.e., the bearing length \( s_r \) or the stiffness of the launching shoe may influence certain results). For the case of similar conditions, the continuous monitoring of the process allows to pinpoint any unexpected behavior that may occur.

These plots show the development of longitudinal and/or vertical strains on several points of a selected panel (in this case, panel 11). These points were chosen on top and bottom flanges as well as on the web (at both sides of the plates). Fig. 15 displays an isometric view of the proposed arrangement. The points located at top and bottom flanges provide values related to the longitudinal strain \( \varepsilon_L \). In situ, uniaxial wireless strain gauges may provide similar information. The points located on the web provide information concerning the vertical \( \varepsilon_v \) as well as principal \( \varepsilon_{1,2} \) strains. This information may be extracted in situ by means of a wireless three-axial strain gauge (commonly referred to as rosetta). Fig. 16 displays the precise location of the points from which strains are numerically obtained.

Analyzing the results obtained:

• Firstly, Fig. 17 displays the evolution of the numerically measured longitudinal strains in points located in the outer face of the flanges (numbered 3-12) at panel 11. In a perfectly controlled, symmetric launching, these magnitudes should present identical values (opposite in sign). A similar plot can be obtained in pairs of points (1-10) or alternatively from points located on the inner faces of the flanges (4-11 and/or 2-9). The usefulness of plots of this nature would be to detect any considerable non-symmetric behavior but additionally, to pinpoint potential yielding of the monitored point when compared to the yielding thresholds added to the figure.

• Secondly, Fig. 18 displays a set of plots with information concerning the numerically obtained strains at points located on the web (pairs 5-6 at mid-height and 7-8 at quarter of the height). From these points, longitudinal \( (\varepsilon_L) \), vertical \( (\varepsilon_v) \) as well as shear strains are extracted (the latter referred to as \( \varepsilon_{1,2} \)). It is worth pointing out that in situ, it is more likely to deploy tri-axial gauges which would provide strains contained within the plane (generally, \( \varepsilon_v \), \( \varepsilon_L \), \( \varepsilon_{45^\circ} \)). In any case, with three monitored directions at one point, all other strains (invariants, other directions, etc) may be obtained by hand calculations. The evolution of longitudinal strains \( \varepsilon_L \) at points 7-8 \( (0,25\cdot h_w) \) shows a considerable increment of such values as the girder reaches the maximum cantilever length (sagging deformation). Once the support reaction is reached, the strain is recovered. Subsequently, the cantilever of the second span generates a higher value for both cases. The trend observed in points 5-6 \( (0,5\cdot h_w) \) is rather different. The strain values are close to zero except when the panel is located over the reaction supports. The concentrated loading generates a localized deformation of the whole panel. The evolution of vertical strains \( \varepsilon_v \) shows a similar behavior for both series of measurements \( (0,25\cdot h_w \) and \( 0,5\cdot h_w) \). The strain values are close to zero except when the panel is located over the
reaction supports. The concentrated loading generates a localized deformation of the whole panel. In some cases, for both sides of the plate, the strains differ in sign, which means considerable bending strains (not only membrane) occur. The evolution of the shear strain is more difficult to link with the structural behavior of the element but is compulsory to track for further transformations or calculations of the strain state of those points.

- Finally, Fig. 19 displays a plot with information with the evolution of the maximum principal strains at 0.5-h_0 and 0.25-h_0 locations. These values are obtained from the plots displayed above by hand calculations. The results correspond to the membrane strains (average between both sides of the plate). These values are worth monitoring for inferring potential yielding of the web plate during launching. These strains are higher as the cantilever length increases.

5.2 Proposal for definition of failure or malfunctioning of the process.

A SHM deployment in launched steel plate girders may provide useful information for inferring a potential failure or malfunctioning of the process. In section 5.1, figures related to a successful launching are provided (no failure is noticeable in such figures). There are, however, hints observed in other simulations that may provide useful information during launching that may define failure or irregularities during the process.

- Fig. 9 displays the out-of-plane displacement of a node in a loaded panel. For girders with no observable failure due to patch loading, this out-of-plane displacement increases up to a maximum as the panel bears the vertical reaction and subsequently, the panel fully recovers the original shape. For the case of girders in which a patch loading failure is observed, this displacement is unrecoverable. The out-of-place displacement may be used as a potential indicator of failure. For this purpose, a systematic measurement of such magnitude in web panels is desirable. The numerical model presented herein gives hints to designer related to the potential needed instrumentation.

- Fig. 12 displays the evolution of plastic strains in a loaded panel as the reaction is applied at four different stages. The plastic strain is accumulated and unrecovered. This magnitude may also be used as an indicator of failure. The numerical model presented herein provides useful information concerning plastic strain at design levels. One suggestion for defining a potential serviceability threshold, is to establish a percentage of maximum allowable strain at design stages (with a particular emphasis in monitoring such measurements in situ).

- Fig. 17 shows the evolution of longitudinal strain in two gauges located in top and bottom flanges (left side of the girder according to Fig. 17). Their expected behavior is identical with opposite signs. Similar plots can be performed in gauges located in the right side of the girder. Any malfunctioning of the process may be monitored if these strains do not present a symmetrical behavior. A continuous comparison between top and bottom flanges for both left-right values may provide information about the structural behavior. In addition, as displayed in Fig. 17, threshold lines indicating yielding may be added with a corresponding warning system. Nowadays, the symmetric behavior is often monitored via reactions when
two girders are launched simultaneously. Reactions at both sides are expected to provide approximately symmetrical values. If it does not happen during launching, the operation is stopped and other alignments are verified.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, an experimentally validated nonlinear 3D numerical model aimed at reproducing the mechanical behavior of a steel plate girder during bridge launching is presented. Doubly symmetric steel I-girders are incrementally launched from one horizontal platform to the corresponding supports in a continuous quasi-static sequence of numerical increments. During this process, a continuous monitoring of displacements (vertical and horizontal), strains and stresses as well as contact forces is obtained as a result. These magnitudes can be extracted from the model at any increment (or position of the girders) and at any point of the whole model. The numerical model involves three sources of nonlinearity: geometrical, material and the boundary conditions.

The presented numerical simulations are systematically employed in a manifold fashion:

- For detecting a potential failure due to concentrated loading during launching. The continuous nature of bridge launching implies that rather high reactions occur at unstiffened cross-sections when the girders are located in particular positions. The model is able to predict such potential harm and might be useful for structural designers.

- For understanding the travelling patch loading phenomenon in a steel girder at failure. The continuous nature of the process implies that as the reaction moves between transverse stiffeners, plastic unrecoverable strains may be accumulated throughout the launching.

- For predicting numerically the results concerning strains and displacements. The model might be useful at construction stages when comparing the numerical results with values obtained in situ. In addition, the model allows the designer to pinpoint the most unfavorable panels (those which are supposed to bear higher reactions) from which meaningful information concerning longitudinal and/or vertical strains may be extracted. The model is useful when designing SHM deployments. At this point, the numerical model may feed the SHM project which may also feedback the results for further calibrations.

Further refinements of the numerical simulations are being developed by the research group. Lateral torsional buckling, which may also condition the design and construction of launched bridges may be included by developing simulations with unrestrained (or partially restrained) compressed flanges. In subsequent simulations, temperature-related displacements as well as the corresponding coupling with the mechanical ones may generate more realistic simulations. Finally, it is worth pinpointing that further studies concerning the phenomenological insight of this type of loading may be extracted from these simulations. Consequently, the model might be useful for research as well as for teaching-visualization purposes. It is worth pointing out that the presented numerical simulation should be enhanced with real data obtained from incrementally launched bridges. Consequently, new phenomena and/or conditions may be detected. In any case, it is concluded that nowadays, available wireless technologies are prepared for providing this considerable amount of data. In few years, this type of data-gathering may become commonplace.
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Fig. 1. Lateral view of a steel girder during launching supported on an unstiffened cross-section.

Fig. 2 Typical failure mechanisms (shown for half-girder in an unstiffened cross-section)
Left: local yielding. Right: web buckling

Fig. 3. Schematic view of hydraulic launching-lifting devices with varying mechanisms.
Fig. 4 Lateral general view of the developed numerical simulation

Fig. 5 Experimental vs. Numerical results (beam and shell elements)
Figure 6. Geometrical deployment of the numerical simulations (distances in meters)

Figure 7. Vertical deflection of the girder during launching.
Figure 8. Out-of-plane displacement of panel 10 during launching.

Figure 9. Maximum out-of-plane displacements of all panels of the girders during launching.
Figure 10. a) Influence of the bearing length b) Influence of the web slenderness on the response

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Support position</th>
<th>Vertical stresses $\sigma_y$. Lateral view</th>
<th>Plastic strain $\varepsilon_y$. Lateral view</th>
<th>Contact forces. Isometric view</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0%a</td>
<td>![Image]</td>
<td>![Image]</td>
<td>![Image]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25%a</td>
<td>![Image]</td>
<td>![Image]</td>
<td>![Image]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50%a</td>
<td>![Image]</td>
<td>![Image]</td>
<td>![Image]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75%a</td>
<td>![Image]</td>
<td>![Image]</td>
<td>![Image]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100%a</td>
<td>![Image]</td>
<td>![Image]</td>
<td>![Image]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 11. Three types of results available at 5 increments for panel 12 during launching.
Figure 12. Evolution of vertical stresses $S_{22}$ in panel 4. $t_w=8$ mm, $s_s=50$ mm

Figure 13. Evolution of vertical strains in panel 4. $t_w=8$ mm, $s_s=50$ mm
Figure 14. Isometric view of the proposed SHM deployment at panel 11.

Figure 15. Cross-section of the proposed SHM deployment at panel 11.
Figure 16. Evolution of the longitudinal strains measured at the pair of points 3-12.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Mid-height 0.5·h_w of the web</th>
<th>Quarter-height 0.25·h_w of the web</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \varepsilon_L )</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Graph 1" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Graph 2" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \varepsilon_V )</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Graph 3" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Graph 4" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \varepsilon_{L-V} )</td>
<td><img src="image5.png" alt="Graph 5" /></td>
<td><img src="image6.png" alt="Graph 6" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 17. Evolution of strains measured at points located on the web.
Figure 18. Evolution of the maximum principal strains measured at the web monitored points.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>NUMERICAL SIMULATION</strong></th>
<th><strong>Interaction properties:</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Software: Abaqus 6.10</td>
<td>Normal behaviour. No penetration and separation after contact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solver: Abaqus-Standard</td>
<td>Tangential behaviour: Frictionless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analyzed structure: Two spans (20 and 30 m respectively) bridge launching process</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-section: Transversally stiffened plate girder</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load: Only self-weight</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material properties:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steel class: S355</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E$ (N/mm$^2$): 210000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson ratio: 0.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density (kg/m$^3$): 7850</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_y$ (N/mm$^2$): 355</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_u$ (N/mm$^2$): 490</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Numerical features. Geometry, Material, Procedure and Mesh design.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>$t_w$ (mm)</th>
<th>$s_s$ (mm)</th>
<th>CPU Time (h)</th>
<th>Final $X_{\text{launch}}$ (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>39.97 47.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>625</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>17.89 47.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1875</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>21.50 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>20.86 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>34.61 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>625</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>14.84 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1875</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>16.52 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>16.44 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>40.67 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>625</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12.25 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1875</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>17.53 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>13.94 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>27.23 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>625</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10.96 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1875</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12.39 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12.39 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>27.53 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>625</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10.90 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1875</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12.29 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11.94 50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Parametric study. Variation of $t_w$ and $s_s$. 

25